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What is to be intelligent ?
It is to be connected, ‘intelligere’ in latin which means being connected.
When you think, you are disconnected.
When you feel, when you are, you are connected with everything, with
infinity. And that’s why no thinking is not the opposite of science.
RAEL, September 67 aH
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Maitreya’s words
The teaching of ‘now’
October 28
What are the 3 most important teachings of the Elohim?
Of course they teach the past and the origin of humanity, and they
teach also the future and what is possible if we use science in a good way.
But this is number 2.
The number one of their teachings is the teaching of ‘now’.
What is now?
Laugh, be happy, enjoy every second of this life.
What is a pulse, a heart pulse?
Can you feel it, put and try to find your heart beat. Do you feel it?
Stay on it.
If you feel sad or depressed, when you ask: ‘’why am I alive’’, feel your
heart beat. This is a miracle because if it stops, and it will stop one day, it is
finished, you are dead. No more depressed, no more happy, no more alive!
So feel it, when you feel strange or not feeling so good’, feel it. Every
heart beat is a miracle. Feel it and enjoy each one of them, because it’s like
a time bomb.
Some scientists can calculate how many heart beats you have left. Old people may have less, young people have more, feel
this time bomb. It’s really going down, it’s a countdown.
It’s possible that you have only 10 left, you don’t know.
It is possible that one day, in a meeting at 11, one Raelian dies. If he dies it is not very important, but what is important
is to be happy for the 10 beats left, not being afraid because only 10 are left.
Imagine that you now have only 10 heart beats left. Would you panic? That would be stupid. Would you be depressed?
Stupid too. Would you regret the past? Maybe if you didn’t live fully the past life, yes.
If suddenly the Elohim tell me: ‘’you have only 10 heart beats left’’, what will I do? I would laugh.
Enjoy each of them. Enjoy each of them. Enjoy each second and the best way to be thankful for life, is to laugh, smile,
breathe, and feel the beauty of being alive and the beauty of the other people around you who are alive.
Thank you Elohim for being alive, every second of my life, I thank you Elohim. Thank you everybody for your love, for
your smile, for your happiness. Be happy not only for yourself, when you are happy you give happiness to others.
Don’t laugh only for yourself, when you laugh it’s a beautiful gift to others.
When we hear somebody laughing we feel happier.
So you want to make me happy? Laugh!
Have a beautiful day.
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Be more intelligent, stop thinking
September 9th
We are all flowers. Hibiscus are beautiful but when I look at you I see more beautiful flowers, you are my flowers. Your
faces are more beautiful than any flower on earth.
We are like flowers, we need oxygen, water, mineral. The only difference is that we can move, but we are flowers.
I want to talk this morning about two things that are parts of the teachings of the Elohim.
Often, on Facebook, I post some parts of their teachings like I did recently when there were discoveries which confirm
that fasting one day every week is very good for health.
Some people commented saying ‘’but where in the Message, is it written’’ ? It may be nowhere, but what is important is
to come to the seminar, because the teachings I give in the seminars are not in the Message.
That’s why Raelians should come to the seminar, because if they just read the book, it’s good, but if they come to the
seminar they have extra teachings.
For more than 35 years, I have been telling you : ‘’do fast one day a week’’, now scientists say that it’s good for health. So
by following the seminars regularly you receive teachings which are absolutely fantastic, that’s why the seminar is very important.
And the second thing I want to talk about is the apparent contradiction between the teachings which say science is beautiful, intelligence is beautiful, and on the other hand, the other teaching which says ‘no thinking’.
There is no contradiction between these two things, they are the same.
Thinking about science, we use our brain to resolve scientific problems, to make discoveries, to help humanity progress,
that’s one thing.
But thinking is not science.
Albert Einstein who was one of the most famous scientists in the history of humanity, said one time ‘’the most important
discoveries I made were discovered not using the rational part of my brain’’.
That’s very important to realize that science is more about feelings, intuitions; experimentation also, but following the
feelings and intuitions.
So, when you want to have happiness, no science can bring it, only stopping the process of continuously thinking makes
you happy. No thinking.
Then you can put your brain in a more positive state to receive feelings, and to make discoveries. Important discoveries are not made by people who think and think and think. No! Important discoveries are made by people who have sudden
inspiration.
This is good for science, for art, for music, for everything.
Mozart was not thinking. Picasso or Van Goth were not thinking. No thinking, but it was coming, for Mozart and all the
great composers. I know many great artists, they sit at their piano and the music is coming. If Mozart was at his piano and
thinking, he would have made no music at all.
Thinking is bad, thinking destroys creativity and most importantly destroys happiness.
When you think, you are not happy. Stop thinking completely and just be. All is possible. You become more intelligent.
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What is to be intelligent ?
It is to be connected, ‘intelligere’ in latin which means being connected.
When you think, you are disconnected. When you feel, when you are, you are connected with everything, with infinity.
And that’s why no thinking is not the opposite of science. On the contrary it is the root of the highest level of science, the
root of the highest level of creation and art.
I wake up every morning with a new music. Lotus, a great musician who is here, wakes up also every morning with new
music. She doesn’t sit at her piano and says ‘’think, I will play the music’’. Never. No thinking, just being, and it’s coming.
It is the same for love, which is the most important thing on earth right now, Love.
When you think, there is no love. When you feel, and when you are, you feel love, you give love.
What is the most, one of the most beautiful ways to show love to somebody ?
Giving a flower, if you think about it, it’s so stupid, but it’s so beautiful to give a flower.
Another even more simple thing: giving a hug. If
you think about it, asking why, then you don’t do it.
That’s why the people who believe they are intelligent, -they are not intelligent-, they never hug, they
think and there is no love on the planet.
But if you suddenly stop thinking, you look at
people and then you want to hug everybody, because
you stop thinking.
So please, be more intelligent, stop thinking.
I wish you a beautiful day.

The wind of love makes waves in my
heart

September 2
On that day, Maitreya did the telepathic contact in the ocean with a few tens of Raelians gathered around Him.
It is the first time that we have this telepathic contact in the water, so it’s not only a contact with Elohim but a contact with
the whole planet.
When we touch the water, we are connected to the whole planet, all the oceans are connected.
This goes towards America, all around the earth, this water connects us.
And that’s a good feeling, we are one with the planet. We are one with Elohim. We are one with the Raelians everywhere.
Feel this oneness, this pleasure.
Thank you Elohim for being together, without your Message, we would not know each other.
We could be in different cities, different countries, but we are together, here and now, thanks to the Elohim.
Thank you Elohim for bringing the light in our lives, for bringing us this wonderful teaching of oneness and pleasure and
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for guiding our lives.
Let’s hold hands and send our love to everything alive on this earth; all the fish of the ocean, all the living things on the
ocean, the dolphins, the whales, the mermaids, all the trees, all the birds, all the mongooses, all the horses, everything alive and
every human being.
And every other beings in the sky; The Elohim and all the others.
Because we are in the ocean but the space also is an ocean.
We are flying in space, on a big ship which is the earth.
So feel the ocean of water down and the ocean of infinity up.
Feel the love of the Elohim because they are connected with you and they send you love.
Feel the love of the other Raelians around us, here, and the love for ourselves.
We are in an ocean of love.
And like the waves are moving gently our body, feel also the waves of love.
The wind of love. The wind of love makes waves in your heart.
“Le vent de l’amour fait des vagues dans mon coeur.”
The wind of love makes waves in my heart.
Feel that and keep it for the whole day, the whole week, the whole month, your whole life.
Thank you Elohim.

You must fall in love with yourself
August 12
I think we never talk enough about love, how important it is to love,
to spread love everywhere.
first.

And we always must remember how important it is to love ourselves

Because when we think about love, usually we think about having a
lover, boyfriend or girlfriend, and this is expecting something.
son.

Usually when we love somebody we expect something from this per-

And if we don’t have a lover or partner then we feel lonely. That’s
because it’s not real love.
If you love yourself enough, you don’t need anybody.
You can love somebody but it must never be as the love you give to
yourself.
If somebody else loves you more than you love yourself, it’s not good.
You must love yourself more than the lover of your dreams, more
than Maitreya, more than the Elohim, then you can love other people.
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You must really fall in love with yourself.
For example, when you welcome in your home somebody you love, you prepare good food, you make a beautiful table, you
put candles or flowers on the table, but if you are alone, you open just... how do you say ‘’hot noodle, cup noodle’’ or cup ramen
in Japanese.
That’s not good, not good. Treat yourself like your would treat your most important guest in your house.
For yourself, make a beautiful table, you deserve it; put a candle, for you, flowers for you, and cook something good just
for you. That’s love.
If you don’t love yourself you cannot be happy. Every meal should be a celebration of your love for yourself. This is the basis
of happiness. Why doing it for somebody else and not for you? If you say ‘’ah no, just for me I open the cup noodle...’’ this is
like putting shit on yourself. So you should treat yourself better than any other people and that is the beginning of growing a
beautiful love inside you.
As long as your vase of love is not full, you cannot give to others.
Your consciousness put love inside yourself. It is like adding water in a vase, when it’s full it goes out, overflows. That’s the
love you must give to others. But as long as your vase is not full, you cannot give to others, because you don’t have enough love
for yourself. So fill your own vase before giving to others.
When people who don’t love themselves enough give love to others, it’s a kind of dry love, like a dry flower.
But when you fill yourself completely with love, the love you give to other people is like a living flower, because the flower,
the water in your vase, make this tree of love grows full of beautiful flowers and it falls on the head of everybody around.
Like a rain of flowers.
In Japan you love when the sakura petals fall, the sakura snow. The sakura can only create sakura petal rain or snow, if the
tree has enough water to give many petals. The sakura has many flowers because it fills itself with love. Every tree, every animal
love themselves.
That’s why trees are so important. That’s why Buddha had illumination when he was under the tree.
This beautiful tree loves itself, the wind is blowing in his leaves, the sun is shining on its head, and it drinks water from the
underground. But the tree has feelings, like you, it can feel you right now and it loves itself.
That ‘s why it’s growing so beautifully for so many years, maybe more than one hundred years, and growing, because it
loves itself. So it can open its branches, send its roots
everywhere and you are the same.
tree.

You all must imagine yourself as a big beautiful

Then you love yourself, and then you can send
sakura rain on everybody around.
And that’s what love is.
Remember it starts with details; preparing a
beautiful table for dinner for yourself, making your
apartment beautiful, not for other people, just for
you. Making your hair beautiful, choosing beautiful
clothes, not for other people, for you, to feel good.
Looking at yourself in the mirror and looking at the
beautiful flower you are.
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So please, love yourself because when you love yourself, you love the Elohim, because they created us in their image.
Many people ask me ‘’ I would like to see the Elohim’’, I say ‘’look in the mirror’’!
You don’t have to see a UFO or to go in a special place, look in the mirror, you have the image of the Elohim when you
look at yourself.
The starting point to love the Elohim, is to love yourself first.
I love you, but I love you less than myself. And I hope you love yourself more than me, more than the Elohim, more than
anybody. And when you love yourself you become good, naturally full of love for everybody.
So please love yourself, you are the temple of the Elohim. Your body, your whole body is the temple of the Elohim.

Shame on Truman
August 5
We are about to celebrate the Raelian new year, 67 years after the Hiroshima genocide. Harry Truman is the worst criminal
against Humanity of all times for having ordered to bomb two Japanese cities, clearly civilian objectives in violation of the rules of
war and killing instantly 300,000 innocent civilians, elderly and children. Even Adolf Hitler didn’t kill so many civilians with two
bombs. Pretending that by ordering the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki he saved lives by making the war shorter,
makes the crime even more horrific. It’s like saying that it’s OK to sacrifice the lives of innocent civilians to save lives of military
people. If it was the other way around and that “to make the war shorter” the Japanese army sent atomic bombs on New York
and Los Angeles, would American people feel that it was a good thing? I ask all peace lovers to force all countries to destroy all
nuclear weapons, starting with the USA, the only country in History who used it against civilian targets. Shame on Harry Truman descendants not to apologize for such monstrous acts.

Maitreya’s address to the Kama seminar participants
Greetings to All,
It’s a great pleasure to be able to speak to you before the
Kama seminar is over.
Kama oooh!
I hope that you had a fantastic seminar. I have no doubt in
my mind that you did, considering that the speakers you have
are among the finest. I just want to add a word or two!
Kama is, more than ever, the future of Humanity. You
must, more than ever, be the messengers of light and truth on
this planet, which has a huge need for new values.
The values that you are spreading with the Message aren’t
only spiritual and scientific, but they are also values that are
very important in order to save Humanity. The Raelians’ mission is nothing short of saving Humanity because everything around
the world is currently geared toward self-destruction. And the only message that can save Humanity is ours; not the Christian
message, which has done the opposite by causing a lot of damage and problems on earth, such as colonization, the burden of
which you still carry even if it is no longer a political one. It is disguised and still present economically and culturally, but more
so culturally and religiously. Therefore, it is neither Christianity nor Islam or any of the other great religions that have existed in
the past that can save Humanity. The only thing that can save Humanity is the Raelian Message.
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What does the Raelian Message say?
First and foremost, it places all the races on an equal stand by saying that the Elohim created all races equal. This means that
no one race can be superior to the others because all are equal. And this is fundamental. We are the only philosophy and atheist
religion – this is important – to bring this extraordinary message that doesn’t say that in the beginning there was Adam and Eve,
but instead it says that in the beginning all the races were created. And this is very important because it prevents any possibility
of slavery, colonialism, or domination of certain races over others.
The other important element has to do with the values that are embedded in our philosophy and that are tantamount to
absolute non-violence. In Kama – more than anywhere else – you know the degree to which non-violence is important, and to
see this you must go back to your original religions, the ones that existed before Christianity. There was no violence then. Yes,
sometimes there were conflicts between different ethnic groups, but these conflicts were not wars, they were conflicts that were
usually solved by the Wise men and women. There was no god back in those days. This is what needs to be recaptured from the
roots of Kama. Unfortunately, many of these past traditions have been lost, bruised, and distorted. And these original African
religions were very close to the Elohim. What did they talk about?
They talked about spirits, and this is what has to take place again: the spirit of the tree, the spirit of the forest… The spirit is
what ecologists are finding out today, that is, each time we look at a plant it is alive and it has a part of consciousness. An animal
has a part of consciousness that our primitive ancestors called, “the spirit.” But in reality, there was no god in the original African
traditions, nor was there a superior being, but there was a communication with nature that present-day ecologists are recapturing.
We can see a return to Gaia. We realize that the White colonizers, in an ecological roundabout way, finally recognize the failures of their values, of their colonialism, of their almighty god…a total failure that is bound to bankrupt the planet. But through
ecology, they are returning to something extremely similar to the original traditions of all Peoples, whether in North America
(or anywhere else) where the Natives, like the Africans, knew how to communicate with the spirit of the trees, the spirit of the
animals, and the Great Spirit. Indeed, the North-American original traditions are values that are very native to the earth and to
the life of this small planet. North-American Natives (and all Natives around the world, for that matter) have every reason to be
bitter! Not only for what they went through, but also for being called, “Amerindians,” when in reality their true name (at least
for the true Natives) is “Anishinabeg,” which means, “The people of the First Nations.”
Who are these “Indians?” This is another proof of the White People’s stupidity because we now know that these Natives
are not from India and they still continue to call the original inhabitants of the North-American continent, “Amerindians!” But
colonizers got it wrong as they thought they were in India, on the other side, hence the reason why they called the Natives, “Indians.” They are not Indians.
I once met with the Grand Chief of the North-American populations who asked me: “How is it possible to give dignity
back to the original American People?” – who, like Africans, suffered tremendously – and I replied: “First, stop using the word
‘Indians.’ You are not ‘Indians.’ What was the name that was given to the People of this immense continent before the White
People arrived?” He said: “Anishinabeg.” And I told him to use “Anishinabeg” and to ask the White People to call you “Anishinabeg,” not “Indians.”
If you were in India, yes, but you are not in India you are in America. And the word “America” does not fit, just like the word
“Africa” does not fit. Where does the word “America” actually come from? It comes from the person who discovered America,
i.e., Amerigo Vespucci, an Italian. This is why it is called, “America.” In fact, he did not discover it because it existed before they
got here, just like Africa existed before the first explorers set foot on the continent. Therefore, they did not invent anything. I was
telling the Grand Chief to imagine Indian explorers arriving here and thinking they made it to the other side of the American
continent, of their Anishinabeg continent. So, imagine they are arriving here and they are imposing the name they are using on
the White People population. This idea would be completely unacceptable. So, why is the current situation acceptable? Why is
there a double standard? This is precisely why it is important to get rid of the name “Africa” as a first step to the spiritual and
cultural decolonization process.
I ask the Great African Wise men and women to find the remaining tribes that are not yet contaminated by the White
People, go to them and search for traces. The traces are there. I remind you and I say it again that all the past religions were athe-
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ist just like the North-American religions were in the beginning. They were all talking about the spirit. But it’s something else.
What is the spirit? It’s DNA! It’s what allows each plant and each animal to have a part of consciousness. We are now beginning to
discover in our laboratories that if we give plants love and we communicate with them, if we play music to them they become bigger, they grow taller faster and they embellish! What does it mean? It means that we are able to telepathically communicate with
plants and animals. Never in the past – in Africa, in Kama – were more animals killed than necessary when it was time to feed.
Then came the White People, the colonizers who killed the elephants for their ivory tusks and used them in artifacts and
jewelry. Africans would never have done this in the past. They would only kill enough to eat, no more no less. This is also what
ecologists and people who are in favor of a modern economy of distribution believe: to not do more than is actually necessary.
As many people now acknowledge, the earth has enough resources to feed the entire world, but it doesn’t have what it takes to
satisfy the greed of western capitalists who do not want what is necessary to live, but what is necessary to crush others, to enrich
themselves at the expense of others, and to become billionaires at the expense of others. America is slowly becoming an underdeveloped country and this is wonderful! It’s wonderful because there are now less homeless in Kama than there are in America. Be
aware of this and don’t be afraid to say it! This is proof of the failure of capitalism and colonialism.
So, I would like for all Kamites to be aware of this Message of hope, a Message that goes much further than everything you
have learned up to now. It’s the world of tomorrow, the only possible world because the world of tomorrow will be Raelian or
will not be. It’s the only solution.
Recently, I saw a posting on Facebook that gave the ranking of the world’s religions in terms of followers. Christianity
ranked first with two billions, Islam second with a billion and a half, and atheism ranked third. So, I posted a comment saying:
“But wait! What do Muslims believe in? They do not believe in god, but in the Elohim. So, this means Muslims are atheists too!
And because Raelians are atheists and there are many more atheists in the world, this means Raelians are first!” And when the
Elohim will return with all the Great Prophets of Old such as Jesus, Muhammad, and all the Prophets of Kama (and there were
several!), suddenly everyone will want to convert, except for those who won’t want to lose their benefits, such as the Vatican, of
course. Otherwise, all others will want to join us. We are the majority! And to say there are already a billion and a half atheists in
the world is not something to be embarrassed about. With the arrival of the Elohim, it will be even stronger.
And to conclude, I know that many of you would like to meet the Elohim. And to those who share this desire with me, this
is what I say and what I repeat each time: “You want to see the Elohim? Look at yourself in the mirror. You were created in the
image of the Elohim. You are beautiful, you are intelligent, and you are magnificent like the Elohim. You want to see the Elohim?
Look at yourself, love yourself, meditate, and most importantly, seize the moment. I can still picture Tai, your beloved Continental Guide, when he was only a student and he came to me for the first time. Today, he’s starting to age… life goes by very fast.
I want to emphasize one of the most beautiful elements of the teachings that you received this year: what the present represents: it’s the future that we transform into a past by seizing the moment. You are a little bit like burning candles. But what’s a
burning candle? There’s the flame, which represents the present moment; the smoke, which is already past – it no longer exists
– and the wax that is beneath the flame and that has not burned yet – this represents your future and varies in length for each of
you. Do not think about this future, do not think about the smoke that is already gone, but just focus on the flame of the present
moment, this extraordinary consciousness that links you to the entire universe, to the infinitely large and to the infinitely small,
and to the animals and plants.
Seize this moment and I wish you happiness.
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What do you think about the end of the world in 2012?
May 66 aH during an interview given to the magazine Sofilm ( also available on Raeltv)
In the last 2,000 years, there have been 2,000 predicted ends of the world.
A few people asked me on Facebook ‘what will happen in 2012’ and I answered ‘there will be 12 months’. That is a great
prophecy, isn’t? They asked ‘and what will happen after 2012’? I answered ‘there will be 2013’.
2012 doesn’t mean anything It is like the great fear of the year 2000. 2000 was supposed to be the year of the end of the
world There has been the great fear of year 1000 as well. In the last 2,000 years, there have been 2,000 false prophets who all
announced the end of the world
There can be one, it is always possible, it depends on the intelligence of the people or on the foolishness they will keep on
showing. But it won’t be the end of the world, it can be the end of Humanity, that is possible.
It makes me laugh like George Carlin when people say ‘let’s save the earth’. The Earth doesn’t care whether we are here or
not. Humanity can disappear totally and the Earth that has existed for millions of years will do just fine once we have disappeared
and probably better.
So it is about saving Humanity.
The end of Humanity is possible, but not in 2012, probably not, unless there is a nuclear cataclysm which is always possible.
But no one can tell when it will happen.
Would the Elohim’s arrival change that?
Their arrival is planned between 2025 and 2035, but it doesn’t mean that because they say between 2025 and 2035 that we
will still be alive.
It is absolutely possible that Humanity self-destroys before in a violent or non-violent nuclear cataclysm. Fukushima is
already poisoning the planet badly and nobody talks about it enough.
And this is only with one nuclear plant! There has been Chernobyl in Europe, and we still find radioactive boars and morels.
Fukushima is worse, and there are 50 nuclear plants in Japan, a lot of them in France too. We don’t know what could happen, things are moving. There is a change in the axis of the Earth. There are lots of earthquakes. No one is completely safe, there
can be earthquakes in France too. We don’t know what can happen.
But I am more afraid of military people. Military could very well combine the two threats and target nuclear plants. They
are ideal targets. If one takes a nuclear plant of a country as a target, the whole country is irradiated, without the need of very
powerful bombs.
The military madness is what I am the most afraid of. We should alarm the world populations about it more as they are not
aware of the ‘sword of Damocles’ hanging above their heads which is the military nuclear power and the non-violent nuclear sites
that military may explode.
Only 10 bombs over the nuclear plants of France and there won’t be any France left, probably no more Europe either.
After one Fukushima, there will probably be 30% of the Japanese population to evacuate, but nobody talks about it yet. The
leukemia cases are increasing sharply, nobody talks about it, only those who work in hospital are talking about it on facebook or
twitter.
There is a plan to evacuate Tokyo, evacuate 40 million Japanese people! Tokyo is radioactive, seriously radioactive, they don’t
say it, they are afraid of panic.
When there will be thousands and thousands of cases, which shouldn’t take too long, in my opinion, the political leaders in
charge should be condemned for crimes against Humanity, as it is a true genocide.
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There will be tens of thousands of death, for sure. It is a prophecy based on scientific facts.
I am against death penalty, so I think they should be condemned to live in Fukushima so that they support what they have
created. It would be the best punishment, condemned to live, not condemned to die.
Will the Elohim arrival bring freedom?
It will be a freeing event which will result in a huge advance for Humanity
But for them to arrive, we must at first build the Embassy, but Humanity also must take the right direction. As long as we
are on a militarization and world nuclearization path, they will not come, even if the Embassy is built.
I am however optimistic as there is a wind of planetary revolt. There is Occupy Wall Street in the US, in France as well things
are moving. People starts to be fed up and it is a planetary trend thanks to internet which is a spiritual and religious phenomenon,
atheistic religious but still religious.
In the past, people would go to the church, the temple or the synagog to feel connected with the people of the world. Now
we go on internet and we feel immediately connected to the people of the planet.
It is in my opinion a highly spiritual experience. People see that, all around the world, others rebel for the same reasons,
against the same things.
People have enough of the values or rather the non-values that guide the world which are power, money and generalized
egoism. They are thinking more and more about a world without money. This is why I launched the Paradism, a society based on
exchange and sharing, with a world government
It is the only way out.
Could a cataclysm happen due to a rebellion of the Earth?
This is similar to the people who believe in Gaia and that the elements revolt to the mistakes of Humanity. I don’t believe in
it at all. The biggest danger for human beings is the human beings
There have always been earthquakes, people petrified in volcano ashes like in Pompei have always existed.There have been
cataclysms much bigger than the ones we have now, terrible glaciations,
extraordinary tsunamis. Some people combine what we live now and say that it is worse than ever. It isn’t true. Fukushima
was big but it wasn’t the absolute record in history. Each time that there is an absolute hot or an absolute cold or an earthquake, if
we look back at history, it is sad as we would love to live a historical record, but in 1900 there was a bigger one, in 1830 a bigger
one, it is true for all.
This sensationalism around Gaia is wrong. The earth doesn’t care about us, it doesn’t care.
It is like George Carlin said, whom I liked a lot, an earthquake is like a dog shaking its flees; the flees fall but the Earth
doesn’t care. It is not aware of us. If there is a meteorologic event or a telluric event, we are of no importance to it.
This is a kind of neo-superstition or neo-mysticism. Before, there was god, the punishments of god. Now luckily god isn’t
as popular anymore, so people talk about Gaia, the ecology. They need something supernatural to explain all the drama they have
lived or that the media make them believe will happen soon. The media are doing lots of money with misfortune. There are no
more earthquakes now than there were in the past, but to compare now with other times would not sell.
We live in a period of time where natural cataclysms are not the worst, but it sells more newspapers to make people afraid.
Because of the fear instilled in the population, a new-mysticism is growing
which will make people admire a new god that would be the Earth or Nature. It is not a god, these are natural events.
We do shape our environment with our civilization and it influences it for sure. We are poisoning the Pacific ocean, that will
change things for sure, but it has nothing to do with an angry god.
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If there is no more fish to eat in the Pacific ocean and soon in the other oceans as they communicate, the ocean doesn’t care.
The earth doesn’t have a consciousness. However we cannot eat fish anymore and that’s annoying.
We create what we breath and drink and we keep drinking and breathing it, it is a pity
But this is not a divine punishment or the punishment of a supernatural entity which would surround us.
This is what I don’t like in these trends. Based on fear, a new mysticism develops and it has always been that way. Instead of
using their consciousness, these people based their belief on fear.
The message that I bring is a message of hope, a message which states that Humanity is able to build a golden age. We are
able to transform this planet into a paradise and Paradism will help that.
So I am very optimistic. Unlike the other groups or new religions based on fear, my message is based on hope.
Through a world revolution, a world government -we already have a website for that- a virtual government on Internet
where all the people, -whether they are Raelians, or not, it isn’t important, they can be Buddhist, atheist, anything they want-,
unite to tell the politicians and the powers ‘we have enough’, enough with money, enough with pollution. We are able to build
something else and this is full of hope, but it doesn’t sell.
If a newspaper full of good news sits in a kiosk next to a newspaper talking about the end of the world in 2012, everybody
will buy the end of the world, it’s a pity. We need to educate the populations to take responsibility and not base their thoughts
and ideology on fear. It is a huge job.
All media do the opposite work, with the books, movies, everything.
Even in politics
The two main parties that have monopolized power for years say the same thing and base everything on fear. Half of the
military budget of the planet is in the US.
When the Chinese people increase their budget by 10%, while their budget represents 10% of the American budget and
they are ¼ of the world population, it will then represent 11% of the US military budget. The Americans say that there is a big
danger with such an increase, that they need to protect themselves. But their budget represent half of the world military budget
and nobody talks about it.
There is a candidate in the US whom I like a lot, who is Ron Paul. He says ‘we have to stop, we have 180 military bases’.
They don’t have the means anymore anyway. There is a collapse of America coming.
I like Asia a lot. It will be the new geo-political, financial and cultural center of the world, luckily in China. China will ally
with Japan and India, with some difficulties linked to the past. This will be half of Humanity made of ex-colonized countries.
Let’s hope that they will not impose the same suffering on the Western world as the one they suffered from. It would be a justified retaliation. But I hope they will have the Asian wisdom to say ‘they colonized us, exploited us, martyred us, we will respect
them and help this new third world.’
Recently I saw that in Detroit, you can find very beautiful houses with 3, 4, 5 bedrooms for sale between $500 and $2,500.
The houses had 5,000 m2 land around, magnificent. In Abidjan, one cannot find a house at this price. In Ouagadougou, one
cannot find that either. In Burkina Faso where we have many members, there are no house available at $2,500.
It means that America is becoming a real third world because of what they spend for the army. They have military bases
everywhere, but at one point there won’t have money anymore and everything will shift. I believe that Asia becoming the new
center will be beneficial because there is a wisdom in Asia that has never existed in the West. I don’t know why as a matter of fact.
The Eastern philosophers like Lao Tseu who is the greatest for me and even Confucius and Buddha, they are quite different from
the Western philosophies based mainly on Judeo-Christianity with its suffering, the slaves, it is horrible.
I am full of hope with this shift, I think it is very good. If suddenly the great Asian values could spread reversing christianization into a buddhization of the world, it is so much more beneficial than the christianization.
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Salman Khan Honorary Guide of Humanity
“By placing principles over profit like Salman Khan has been doing in
creating the Khan Academy, by offering knowledge to all and revolutionizing
the education system, he is showing the way for a better humanity like it is
expected from a Raelian Guide.”
In a recent address to the MIT students, Salman Khan talked about the
few principles that dictate his life : To be delusionally positive and smile with
all of one’s cells, to surrender one’s ego to keep harmony, to enjoy the ride
of life and in moments of stress to think about the large Universe and the
creatures on other planets looking at other stars, and finally to build through
empathy;
He also encourages people to ‘optimize their life, increase the positivity of the world, increase the net happiness of the
world, empowers others, validate others, be a source of positivity’ and for that, the more than 70,000 members of the Raelian
Movement who dedicate their life to a better humanity are wishing Guide Khan well and are looking forward to his next creative
accomplishments.”

Miko Peled Honorary Guide of Humanity
For his life dedication to “tearing down the separation wall and transforming the Israeli apartheid system into a secular democracy, where Israelis and Palestinians will live as equal citizens” as
described in his book ‘the General’s Son’.
Born in Jerusalem in a Zionist family, son of an Israeli General who later became a peace activist, Miko Peled has taken over his father legacy and is advocating the creation of a single state
between Palestine and Israel, a form of sanctuary that is only possible if Israel gives up the idea of
Jewish dominion over all the land and resources.

About Jesus caricature
The Caricature Museum of the German city of Kassel made the
headlines with a controversial cartoon hanging in its window, depicting Jesus in agony on the cross as a voice calls down from heaven,
“Hey, you. I fucked your mother.” Several Christian leaders have protested against the drawing and asked it to be removed. Museum head
Martin Sonntag has simply refused to remove the poster.
Rael expressed his full support to the Caricature Museum’s Director saying that the Christian leaders reaction is just stupid.
“First of all the name ‘Jesus’ is not written anywhere on the cartoon; secondly nobody knows exactly what Jesus looked like – this
applies to Mohamed caricatures as well-; and thirdly the fact to represent somebody on a cross also doesn’t mean it represents Jesus as thousands of peoples were crucified at the time of Jesus, - before
and after his time as well as it was a very common way of executing people, mostly criminals. Last but not least : they were using
wood assembled in the shape of a T and not a cross as it takes way too much work to make a cross.”
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Rael applauds South Africa ‘Occupied Territories’ labels
According to the International law, the West Bank settlements where hundreds of thousands of Israelis live, are illegal.
The South African government has recently approved new regulations according to which all goods made in Israeli settlements should be labeled as being from the Occupied Palestinian Territories.
Israel’s foreign ministry said it was “blatant discrimination”.
Rael instead applauded South African Government saying that it “is 100 % right and all countries of the world should do
the same”.

Rael applauds three-person civil union in Brazil
Rael has expressed his full support to the Notary in the Brazilian state of Sao Paulo who accepted a civil union between
three people.
According to the Brazilian press, Ms Dominguez, the Public Notary, said that the man and the two women were entitled to
family right. In 2011, the Brazilian Supreme Court had also ruled that gay couples in “stable” partnerships should be given the
same financial and social rights enjoyed by those in heterosexual relationships.
Rael said : “ People should be free to create a family with as many people as they wish and of any sex.”
Ms Domingues, justified her decision saying that the idea of a “family” had changed which echoes the position of the Raelian philosophy that refuses traditional religious dogma.
Rael added: “Religious taboos of primitive obsolete religions must not try to dictate to people how they should live their
private life.”

In support of Anonymous
Rael expressed his full support to Anonymous.
“Only a world global revolution can save Humanity. Anonymous is making a good start. The next one should be the creation of a world government in exile. A really democratic one not like the UN which is manipulated by the US totalitarian regime
and is not democratic as nano-countries like Switzerland have the same vote power as China who has almost 1/4 of the world
population. The vote should be proportional to the population. And of course there is the joke of the security council with veto
power which is pure domination of superpowers.

Genetically modified athletes: why not?
The controversy over Chinese swimmer Ye Shiwen’s astonishing gold medal performance during the Olympics has unleashed a new line of concern for the public... the genetic enhancement of athletes.
Maitreya Rael commented on the topic stating that “if doping can be considered
dangerous for health, genetic modifications are not . So there is no reason to forbid
it.”He added that this is not only true for sport but also to create more intelligent human beings. “We are ourselves the fruit of Elohim genetic engineering”.
Given the ways in which people now sculpt their bodies for cosmetic reasons,
it is indeed ridiculous to ban somebody from attempting a similar sculpting through
genetic modification. Gene transfer will probably allow such sculpting to take place
in a less barbaric and safer form.
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The Raelian Planet
Stages en kama
Three new Guides :
Kwamivi Tsoekem Drah, Togo
Damien Haikou, Togo
Dete Moussoukoro Kone, Ivory Coast.
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One Minute for peace Campaign

Miami

Las Vegas

Chicago

Geneve

Mexico
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Lyon, France
Dublin, Ireland

Rozes, France
Lubjana, Slovenia

Italy
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Byron Bay, Australia

Other Diffusions

Conference in Kyushu, Japan
Conference in Kansai, Japan

Malaysia, October 7th
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Seoul, Korea
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Book festival in Seoul, Korea
Aramis diffusion in Vienna,
Austria

Meeting in the Korindo in Tako, Japan

Clitoraid at a sexpo in Brisbane, Australia
meeting in Seoul, Korea
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Paradism

Lyon, France

Mehran takes an oath without references to god
In the US, thanks to the Raelians, there are swastikas in the sky, boobs in streets and no gods in the Judges’ offices!!
Mehran Sam who just became a US citizen had to wait longer than most because he specifically requested to take oath
without any reference to god or to bearing arms for the country.
The United States Oath of Allegiance (officially referred to as the “Oath of Allegiance,” 8 C.F.R. Part 337 (2008)) is an oath
that must be taken by all immigrants who wish to become United States citizens.
Here is the oath he took and you can see the parts that were deleted for him:
“I hereby declare, on oath, that I absolutely and entirely renounce and abjure all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince,
potentate, state, or sovereignty of whom or which I have heretofore been a subject or citizen; that I will support and defend the Constitution and laws of the United States of America against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
same;”
((DELETED: that I will bear arms on behalf of the United States when required
by the law; ))
((DELETED: that I will perform noncombatant service in the Armed Forces of
the United States when required by the law; ))
that I will perform work of national importance under civilian direction when
required by the law;
and that I take this obligation freely without any mental reservation or purpose
of evasion;
((DELETED: so help me God.))
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